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Abstract. Most non-trivial applications use input/output (I/O), such as network
communication. When model checking such an application, a simple state space
exploration scheme is not applicable, as the process being model checked would
replay I/O operations when revisiting a given state. Thus a software model checker
requires a faithful model, or it has to encapsulate such operations in a cache layer
that is capable of hiding redundant operations from external processes.

1 Introduction
Model checking explores the entire behavior of a system under test (SUT) by investigating each reachable system state [3] for different thread schedules. Recently, model
checking has been applied directly to software. However, conventional software model
checking techniques are not applicable to networked programs. The problem is that
state space exploration involves backtracking. After backtracking, the model checker
will execute certain parts of the program (and thus certain I/O operations) again. However, external processes, which are not under the control of the model checking engine,
cannot be kept in synchronization with backtracking, causing direct communication
between the SUT and external processes to fail.

2 Model checking distributed programs
State space exploration of a multi-threaded program analyzes all possible interleavings
between threads. Alternative schedules are explored by storing the current program
state and executing copies of said program state under different schedules. When model
checking a SUT that is part of a distributed system using multiple processes, external
processes are not backtracked during model checking. Thus, two problems arise:
1. The SUT will resend data after backtracking. This will interfere with the correct
functionality of an external process.
2. After backtracking, the SUT will expect external input again. However, an external
process does not resend previously transmitted data.
One possible solution to this problem is to lift the power of a model checker from process level to operating system (OS) level. This way, any I/O operation is under control
of the model checker [4]. However, this approach suffers from scalability problems, as
the combination of multiple processes yields a very large state space.

Similar scalability problems arise if one transforms several processes into a single
process by a technique called centralization [5]. With a TCP/IP model, networked applications can be model checked, but the approach does not scale to large systems [1].
Our approach differs in that it only executes a single process inside the model
checker, and runs all the other applications externally. Inter-process communication
is supported by intercepting any network traffic in a special cache layer. This cache
layer represents the state of communication between the SUT and external processes at
different points in time. After backtracking to an earlier program state, data previously
received by the SUT is replayed by the cache when requested again. Data previously
sent by the SUT is not sent again over the network; instead, it is compared to the data
contained in the cache. The underlying assumption is that communication between processes has to be independent of the thread schedule. Therefore, the order in which I/O
operations occur must be consistent for all possible thread interleavings. If this were
not the case, behavior of the communication resource would be undefined. Whenever
communication proceeds beyond previously cached information, the new data is both
physically transmitted over the network and also added to the cache. The only exception
to this is closing a connection. The cache simulates the effect of closing communication
but allows connections remain physically open for subsequent backtracking.
Initial experiments using the JNuke model checker [2] have shown the scalability
and viability of our approach. It covers systems where the response sent to a client does
not depend on the input of other clients. This includes web servers, time servers, and
other services where clients cannot interact, but precludes systems such as chat servers.
Our initial implementation was not flexible enough to handle certain interleavings between several clients; ongoing work aims at creating a cache model that can handle such
communication patterns.

3 Conclusions and Future Work
Simple backtracking is not applicable to model checking distributed programs because
external applications are not under control of the model checker. In order to solve this
problem, I/O operations are intercepted by a special backtracking-aware cache layer.
Implementations of services where clients do not interact can then be model checked.
Future work includes a necessary relaxation regarding the order of I/O operations in
order to make the approach applicable to a wider range of programs.
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